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Summary explanation:

Criteria for an informative explanation
Accurate and relevant observations: the evidence
accurately describes the relevant details in the image;
Plausible and imaginative inferences: the inferences
go beyond the very obvious conclusions and are
supported with several pieces of evidence found
in the image or based on other known facts;
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Possible inferences
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• If several people, are
they related to each
other?

WHAT

• What actions?
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doing?

• What objects are
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WHERE
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• What reason might
there be for the
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is the
action
happening?

• What year or
decade?
• What historical
period?

• Does the broader
context suggest a
purpose?
• What might happen
next?

Summary explanation:

Criteria for an informative explanation
Accurate and relevant observations: the evidence
accurately describes the relevant details in the image;
Plausible and imaginative inferences: the inferences
go beyond the very obvious conclusions and are
supported with several pieces of evidence found
in the image or based on other known facts;
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Detailed and fully developed explanation: the
explanation includes suggestions with appropriate
detail for each of the 5W questions.

Assessing the explanation
Name:________________________________________
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